
The Art In The Stay
Decor is a tool that evokes emotion and influences comfort, which makes it a visceral factor to consider in the art of

travel. When it comes to architecture and interiors, The Jeremy in West Hollywood and The Ace Hotel & Swim Club

in Palm Springs are prime examples of hotels that are themselves objects of design. Visit Booking.com for more spots

that move the needle in terms of art and design, as well as 1.5 million other properties in over 125,000 destinations.

Words by Tim Phin & photography by Carl Thompson.

8490 Sunset Boulevard, West Hollywood

Booking.com

With a score of 8.9 on Booking.com rated as being

"Fabulous', The Jeremy boasts a marriage of art, design

and Hollywood culture. From its prominent hilltop location,

settled between La Cienega and Sunset Boulevards, The

Jeremy boasts panoramic views from Downtown LA to the

ocean.

The grandeur of The Jeremy's exterior hints at the

modern extravagance within. The hotel is dedicated to its

surroundings, conscious of the environment and the rich

culture that lies beyond. The hotel towers are lit by an LED

lighting design, Dream Catcher, which connects the two

limbs of the building in a luminescent bridge of colour.

Designed by renowned Hollywood lighting designer, Walter

Barry, the display conveys the energy of the architects and

the devotion to the spectacle that is Hollywood.

Inside The Jeremy, culture, ecclectism, and sophistication

run throughout the building's decor. With hand finished

walls, walnut panelling and custom made lighting, the

attention to detail is marvellous. The Jeremy features an all-

day casual eatery, Etcho Cafe, serving Californian cuisine.

The JOAO bar is inspired by old Hollywood glamour and

the iconic surroundings.
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